The pharmacokinetics of inhaled 1,1,1-trichloroethane following high milk intake in mice.
In the evaluation of lipophilic halocarbons for neurobehavioral toxicity in operant testing, animals often receive large amounts of milk as a behavioral reinforcer over time. If this increase of fat in the diet sufficiently impacted the lipid depots of the animal, the pharmacokinetics of lipophilic test compounds might be significantly affected and thus obscure the accompanying neurobehavioral effects. The effects of milk intake, comparable to what was consumed as behavioral reinforcer during operant behavioral sessions, on the pharmacokinetics of inhaled 1,1,1-trichloroethane (TRI) were therefore examined in the blood and nine organ tissues of mice. Male CD-1 mice were food restricted so that their body weights would be reduced to and maintained at 80% of their original, and received a single gavage dose of 1.0 ml evaporated milk daily for three weeks. A control group with similar food restrictions was dosed with the same volume of water. Inhalation exposures to 3500 ppm TRI for 100 minutes were conducted at the end of the treatment period. Blood and nine organ tissues were sampled at a series of time points, and their TRI contents were analyzed by headspace gas chromatography. The uptake of TRI was rapid, with near steady state approached in blood and most tissues after 40-60 minutes of exposure. All of the tissues except fat had similar TRI time-concentration profiles, while TRI concentrations in fat tissue were about 20-30 times higher than in other tissues. There was no statistically significant difference in the tissue concentrations between the milk-dosed group and water-dosed group at all of the time points for all tissues measured. Therefore, it appears unlikely that this level of milk intake as a reinforcer in behavioral studies will affect the results of operant testing evaluations by altering the pharmacokinetics of lipophilic halocarbons such as TRI.